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Greetings to all of our Satanic Warriors,

As one can see the war is in generally heating up, and there are many important
events that are taking place in 2020. The battle is head to head and we need to be
resolute. The enemy is not in a good position anymore. Many of the enemy have
went bankrupt, others have lost all their reputation totally (Ellen Degenerate, Jimmy
Democrat etc., comes to mind) and many other examples of back and forth spiritual
warfare have been manifesting. 

What about the enemy trying to literally rig the 2020 elections? Well, the enemy
hardly cares for public image anymore. Has anyone not noticed they are mobilizing
civilization wreckers to ruin civilization and destroy the White Race? One can only
ignore the enemy's advances willingly at this point. There is no "I did not know" or "I
did not see". As they rallied mobs in Rome to rip down all the "Roman Idols", so do
they now rally bunches of idiots with judenpresse support to take down the modern
idols  of  Pagan  minded  people  who  founded  the  best  civilizations  of  the  late
centuries. These civilizations, despite of any jewish claim, provided the most major
advances and capacities for the otherwise enslaved man, both of the world, and of
the Middle Ages. "The Age of Aquarius shall be the Age of Man". 

Has  man  ever  had  a  bigger  access  to  knowledge,  education,  and  spiritual
knowledge than today? For centuries, never before. Our progress to that end, is
again attempted to be destroyed by the enemy, but they will never succeed. Satan
will prevail. On the cusp of a better age, the forces of the enemy try to stop us again
from ushering a better destiny. And we have to fight again to receive the fruit of the
Satanic Age.

This is also all that we get to know publicly. The enemy is indeed made up from
reptilian and hostile, alien minded, monsters. As the enemy sinks, so do attempts to
sink humanity intensify. The question of replacement and getting looted and having
civilization seized by inferior monkeys based on frivolous jewish excuses is also
manifesting. The White Race is now called progressively to face the inevitability of
looking at the damnation of allowing jews to gain control over the collective destiny
of our people and mankind. 

Many of you are worried here, this worry comes from love of our people. But know
there is no cause to feel  more worried than hopeful.  We will  have, and we are
having an intervention. This is not the first time our race will withstand and surpass
the plans of desert reptilians and general looting incapable monkeys. Like a tree
that has produced many apples, some of our own will fall from the basket, but the
basket itself is full and we are strong as we ever were. Moves against Whites will
intensify. The intervention of those above us will come in ever increasing waves,
also. Bravery is needed now and a clear mind.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=178638#p178638


What the enemy is and what their plans are, we have seen, and the world has
seen, clearly. The enemy permanently wants to lock people in, lie to them, create
an  inescapable  surveillance  state  made  up  of  low  IQ  monkeys,  all  while
establishing a reptilian technocracy that enslaves humanity in the deepest part of
their being. All of this filth is coded in the Hebrew bible, which we are collapsing
rapidly. Therefore, manifestations cannot stick and come out botched. The CoVid
crisis has costed the enemy all their facade. 

Satan has been growing in power and so have our Gods, which is manifesting
stronger and stronger. Despite of what happens in the outer world (energies are still
chaotic and will continue to rise in that direction until the "Kali" phase of our goal) -
remain resolute, and keep advancing.

Christianity is so rapidly collapsing that nobody should be surprised that popular
Gentile  hatred  is  rising  against  this  jewish  filthy  amalgam of  deception.  It  has
harmed  Gentiles  beyond  description,  same  as  Islam.  It  was  always  based  on
hebrew bullying, deception, and lies, the only goal of it to steal the soul of human
beings and turn them into slaves.

As the enemy drops, so does this collective system of damnation. This system was
created to enslave Gentiles and turn them into ignorant human beings. The results
of  this  damning program are observed,  but  the global  soul  is  just  rejecting this
program. This tendency will speed up and accelerate.

Energy has to be spent wisely as we are running a marathon and not a sprint. Our
goal is to continue with what we are instructed by the Gods to do. 

Below, we will follow a schedule. This begins in the 21st of July, climaxes on the
29/30 of July, and lasts until 5th of August. During this time, we will hit them the
hardest we have done through all the year. 

Ideally, the amount of Rituals done, should be a minimum of 2 RTRs a day, coupled
by a minimum of 2 repetitions of the other rituals.

The 29th to 1st of August will have to find us in the most brutal hitting of the enemy
spiritually, with the repetitions being as many as possible. 

Do not slack ass here, curses have to be removed, and blessings from Satan have
to be received from all. If one has slacked, do the right thing now for Satan and the
Gods and participate in this Great Offensive.

We will protect all our own. Many of us have experienced losses from the CoVid
and general situation. We will rebuild and keep everything going and optimal. Stay
strong and have faith at all times.

Dates and Rituals:



21st to 25th Of July - x2 FINAL RTR, x2 JoS Protection Ritual, x2 Wealth Ritual daily
26th of July to 5th Of August* - x2 FINAL RTR, x2 Race Awakening Ritual daily

*29th of July to 1st of August is when we mercilessly spam as much as possible of
both of the above rituals. 25th to 28th and 2nd to 3rd, we keep it going normally. 

This is Av, the historic holiday when the Romans roasted the enemy. 

After the above, we will do further things to reap rewards. Do not think the above is
difficult, it’s pretty easy.

We will also use the RTR coordination tool, to syncronize the RTRs, to maximize
power. When this shows zero, we do the RTR. When the clock shows 1:00:00, we
begin the other rituals, such as the Race Awakening and the prosperity Rituals.

May the Gods and Satan Himself bless our warfare and endeavours.

HAIL SATAN!!!

Below are the links to the Rituals:

Ritual Time Coordinator:

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?f=5&t=41482

Final RTR: 

https://www.satanslibrary.org/Rtrs/RTR_English.html

Race Awakening Ritual [Blacks And Whites]:

White Race Ritual: https://www.satanisgod.org/RaceRitual.html

Black Race Ritual: https://www.satanisgod.org/11-13-16_Ritual.pdf

Ritual of Protection, Wealth and Prosperity 

https://www.satanisgod.org/ProsperityRitual.html

JOS Protection Ritual [/size]

https://www.satanisgod.org/JOS_Protection.html

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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